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ABSTRACT. A sufficient condition for two graphs with the same number of nodes

to have the same chromatic polynomial is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

We prove a theorem which gives a sufficient condition for two graphs to be

co-chromatlc i.e. to have the same chromatic polynom/al.

The chromatic polynomial x(G;%) of a graph G with p nodes has degree p

and constant term equal to 0. Hence the chromatic polynomial has p coefficients

If the graph has at least one edge, then the sum of these coefficients is equal

to 0. Hence the chromatic polynomial is uniquely determined if p-I of the co-

efflclents are known. Our result is a generalization of this.

2. MAIN RESULTS.
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THEOREM 2. If two graphs with p nodes have chromatic numbers n and have

at least p+l-n corresponding coefficients of their chromatic polynomials equal,

then they are co-chromatlc.

In the proof we shall use a special case of the following Lemma.

LEMMA 2.1
nI n2 n

s
Let P(x) ClX + c2x + + c x where cland n

i
are real numbers for i ]

s

2, s. We assume that c
i # 0 for all i and that n

i # nj for i # J. Then

the equation P(x) 0 has at most s-i real positive solutions.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA 2.1 By induction over s. For s i the statment is

obvious. Suppose that it is true for s I and let P(x) be the above expression.

The expression
-nI n2-nI ns-n1

Q(x) x P(x) cI + c2x + CsX
has the derivative

n2-nl-i ns-nl-I
Q’(x) c2(n2-nI) x + + cs(ns-nI) x

By induction, Q’ (x) 0 for at most s-2 positive x. But between any two positive
nI

solutions of P(x) x Q(x) 0, there exists a solution of Q’ (x) O. Hence

P(x) 0 for at most s-I positive x.

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM 2. Let G and H be the two graphs. Let us assume

that m of the coefficients of x(G;%) and x(H;%) are equal. Then m > p + i n,

by our assumption. Let us assume that m < p. We can therefore write

(G;) f() /’g()

and x(H;),) f(:k) / h(,),

where f() contains m .terms and g() and h() are the remaining terms of X(G;)

and X(H;%) respectively.

Since G and H have chromatic numbers > n, all integers 1,2, ,n-i are

roots of x(G;%) and x(H;%).
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Let
nI %n2 n

g(%) al% + a2 / + ap-m% p-m

nI nn2 p-mand h() bl + b
2 + + b

p-m

If r is an integer such that I <-r <-n-l, then g(r) h(r), i.e.

nI n2(al-bl) r + (a2-b2) r
n

+ + (ap_m-bp_m) r O.

Since n i p m, this is a contradiction by the Leumm.

Q.E.D.

3. ILLUSTRATIONS

We will now illustrate the theorem. We will assume that the chromatic

polynomial of a graph G with p nodes is written in descending powers of %.

i.e. x(G;%) k=E0 ap_k%P-k
It is well known that if G contains p nodes and q edges, then ap, ap_I and

are i, -q and () A respectively, where A is the number of triangles ’in

G. It was also shown in Farrell [i] (Theorem i) that

-() + (q-2)A + B 2C,

where B and C are the numbers of subgraphs of G which are quadrilaterals

(without diagonals) and complete graphs with four nodes.

Let GI and G2 be the graphs shown below

2

G1
C,
2
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6-k 6-kLet x(G1; ) k=0 a6_k and X(G2; ) k=O b6_k Then a6 b6 I and

and a
5

b
5

Ii. Since G
1 and G

2 contain 7 triangles, a4 b4 (121) -7 48.

Therefore G
1

and G
2
have 6 nodes, their chromatic number is -> 4 n and (p+l-n)ffi3

of their corresponding coefficients are equal. It follows from the above theorem

that G
1

and G2 are co-chromatlc.

The chromatic polynomlal of G
1

and G
2
has been computed. It is

(GI ) x(G2 ) 6 ii5 + 484
i03

3 + I07
2

42.

Consider the graphs HI, 2 and H
3

shown below.

! 2 1

3

8

H1
H
2

5
6

3
All three graphs contain 8 nodes and 18 edges. Each contains 17 triangles.

Therefore, the third coefficient of their chromatic polynomial is (1/28) 17 136.

Finally, each contains 7 subgraphs which are complete graphs with 4 nodes and

0 quadrilaterals without diagonals. Therefore the fourth coefficients are equal.
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Hence from the above theorem , and H
3
are co-chromatlc.

The chromatic polynomlal of HI, H
2
and H3 h’as been computed. It is

x(HI; x(H2;) (H3;) 8 187 + 1366 5585 + 13394 18723 + 14042
432.
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